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Set as Cold War sneaks to it send, Snuck
Past Death And Sleep tells the story of four
loners who meet at an insular Midwestern
college that they will waken and terrorize.
Lynn and Craig are non-traditional
students. Sheenters college later in life to
break through life long isolation; while he
entered as a year-early whiz-kid and has
bogged down ever since. Paul and Edward
are dorm mates, brought together as the
only two applicants to request a gay
room-mate: Paul as an impulsive first step
to coming out; Edward because he has
nothing to hide. They meet at the cozy
philosophy club; uncomfortably welded
together when Edward proposes a
club-sponsored, multi-viewpoint debate on
homosexuality and the Bible. Only these
four emerge as courageous enough, or with
little enough to lose, to spear-head the
project. They defy organized conservative
resistance, waken a deadly, forgotten
campus scandal, -and their own
ghosts-when
a
visit
from
Pauls
homophobic hometown best friend drives
them to shocking vandalism on the eve of
the
debate.
Pressures
reach
the
bursting-point as they meet their worst
enemy and their best friend alike, and the
worst consequences of all their actions
come home to roost.
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